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The measurement presented here is aimed at exploring the Generalized Partons Distributions (GPDs), the unknown fun tions, whi h o er the possibility to onstru t a threedimensional pi ture of the nu leon.
We know that the proton is a omposite obje t made out of point-like partons: quarks
and gluons. Presently, mu h of our knowledge of the quark-gluon stru ture of the nu leon
omes from measurements by s attering lepton beams o nu leon targets. Su h intera tion
is des ribed by the ex hange of a virtual photon  between the ele trons of the beam and
the nu leons of the target (as shown in the top edge of the diagram of Fig. 1). Here, the
virtual photon a ts as a mi ros ope on the nu leon with a resolution proportional to its fourmomentum squared Q2 (related to its energy): in order to see the quark and gluon ontent
of the nu leon, the virtual photon energy has to be high enough (values of Q2 typi ally above
1 GeV2 ).
Two kinds of experiments provide information on the nu leon stru ture. From elasti
s attering experiments, where the virtual photon intera ts with the nu leon without alterating its nature, the form fa tors were measured and provide the information on the lo alization
of the partons in the nu leon. In deeply inelasti s attering (deeply means that the energy
of the virtual photon is high), the nu leon is broken up and many hadroni parti les are
produ ed. From su h experiments, the parton distribution fun tions were measured and
provide the information on the momentum distribution of the partons in the nu leon.
To learn more about the nu leon stru ture, a new type of experiment is needed: the hard
ex lusive s attering. In that ase, the high energy of the virtual photon orresponds to a
hard intera tion, one or more hadroni parti les are produ ed but the proton remains inta t
after the intera tion of the nu leon with the virtual photon. By sele ting a parti ular nal
state, all other pro esses are ex luded and the rea tion is denoted as ex lusive. Fig. 1 shows
the diagram for the ex lusive s attering ep en + , in whi h a  + is produ ed (sin e the
proton and the neutron are losely related to ea h other by isospin symmetry, the neutron is
resulting from the original proton with modi ed quantum properties from the intera tion).
In su h rea tion, the virtual photon intera ts with one of the quark of the nu leon whi h
is then reabsorbed by the nu leon with a di erent momentum. The nu leon stru ture is
parametrized here by the GPDs whi h des ribe the dynami al orrelations between partons
with di erent momenta. While the form fa tors and parton distribution fun tions des ribe,
respe tively, the lo alization and the momentum distribution of the partons in the nu leon,
the GPDs des ribe the orrelation between those quantities and provide hen e a threedimensional pi ture of the nu leon stru ture. In parti ular, by measuring ex lusive rea tions
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Figure 1: Diagram for the hard ex lusive pro ess ep

! en+ .

and determining the GPDs, the still unknown orbital angular momentum of quarks and
gluons in the proton an be extra ted.
For the present analysis, we are interested in the rea tion ep
en + . We measure
the probability (the ross se tion) that the rea tion o urs as a fun tion of the kinemati
variables Q2 and t0 . The latter variable is related to the momentum transfer to the nu leon
target.
The 27.6 GeV ele tron beam at DESY is s attered o protons. With the HERMES
dete tor, we dete t in the nal state two parti les: the s attered ele tron and the produ ed
pion. As HERMES is a forward angle spe trometer, we are not able to dete t the re oiling
nu leon 1 . The ex lusive rea tion is then signed using the missing mass te hnique: from
the energy-momentum onservation between the initial and nal states, we an al ulate
the missing mass of the undete ted parti le or group of parti les. In ase of the rea tion
ep
en + , the missing mass is equal to the mass of the neutron. For more parti les in
the nal state, the missing mass is higher than the mass of the neutron. Constraining the
missing mass, we an sele t the ex lusive rea tion.
To extra t our observable, the ross se tion, we rst measure the yield of events that ful l
the onditions des ribed above. Then we orre t the yield from di erent sour es: from other
pro esses that an ontaminate our sample, from the HERMES spe trometer that is limited
in a eptan e, from the eÆ ien y of the di erent dete tors that omposed the spe trometer,
from the onstraints applied on the data to sele t our sample, et . To estimate the di erent
orre tion fa tors, we are using Monte Carlo simulations that reprodu e the yield of events
observed with the HERMES spe trometer.
In Fig. 2, the ross se tion is presented as a fun tion of the momentum transfer to the
target t0 for di erent values of Q2 . The data are ompared to al ulations based on a GPD
model with di erent hypothesis. We will fo us here on the most omplete al ulations aimed
for des ribing our data. Those al ulations, whi h are drawn by the solid lines, reprodu e
the data at low t0 for the available Q2 range. The data support therefore the size of the
ontributions entering the al ulations of the ross se tion for the GPD model at low t0 . At
higher t0 , the GPD model does not des ribe the data showing that either the dependen e in t0
is not well des ribed by that model or that another pro ess may o ur. Another theoreti al
model alled Regge an also des ribe the rea tion. However, the Regge model does not
des ribe the nu leon in terms of quark and gluons but as a whole and does not provide the
same kind of information on the nu leon stru ture as in the GPD model. This model has
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1 However,

sin e 2006, we installed a new dete tor around the target in the HERMES experiment and we

are now able to dete t a re oiling proton.
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been tuned to other experimental data measured at di erent energy in omparison to our
data. The al ulations based on the Regge model (dashed-lines) ni ely reprodu e our data
with no additional tuning, showing that this model ontains the orre t des ription of the
various kinemati dependen es.
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Figure 2: Probability for produ ing an ex lusive  + as a fun tion of the transfer energy to
the target t0 . The urves represent al ulations based on a GPD model (solid lines) and a
Regge model (dashed lines).
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